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Inside the Newest T1V App Release: T1V Expands ThinkHub
Cloud to Room Compatibility, Introduces New Canvas Tools,
and Offers Enhanced Enterprise Security

T1V has released its T1V app version 5.3, which comes baked with product features designed to
streamline the ThinkHub Cloud to Room experience; enhanced Canvas tools like ThinkHub Text
and Personalized Integrations, and Enterprise SSO Authentication for more secure, large-scale
enterprise deployments.

T1V is excited to release the latest software update for the T1V app. T1V app is the companion
application that runs on a user’s individual laptop, tablet, or smartphone. This is what allows users to
connect to their T1V room products, like ThinkHub Room, ThinkHub Huddle, and T1V Hub. T1V app is
the common thread that links the T1V visual collaboration ecosystem together - so regardless of which
Room solution you are connecting to, you have a singular user experience across all T1V solutions.

T1V app also houses ThinkHub Cloud - the visual collaboration tool free to all users (up to three
Canvases) or available in Enterprise licenses (unlimited Canvases). ThinkHub Cloud provides the ability
to invite Collaborators, add content, and send Canvases to your ThinkHub or ThinkHub Huddle rooms.

Here is what users (and IT administrators) can find in T1V app, version 5.3:

ThinkHub Cloud for Video Walls
We’ve improved the experience between ThinkHub Cloud and ThinkHub Room, specifically for
large, multipanel walls. Now, the experience is better synced between ThinkHub Cloud to Room,
where participants are all seeing the same content / area of the Canvas at the same time.

ThinkHub Text
New to ThinkHub Cloud - enjoy freestanding text fields that can be placed anywhere on the
Canvas. This is an alternative to the built-in Note app, and is designed as a quick tool to create a
header for ThinkHub Groups or sections of the Canvas. You can resize and duplicate any text on
the Canvas, and enjoy a full formatting toolset to edit font color and background color.
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Personalized Integrations
New to T1V app, you can now personalize your app integrations. You can hide our standard app
integrations (Google Drive, MS O365, or YouTube) or you can add your own integrations. Simply
jump into your App settings and paste the URL of the web-based tool you would like to access.
This could be a specific folder in your Google Drive for quick access to logos, frequently used
images, videos, copy, and more; content applications like Box, Dropbox, or Canva; or data tools
like Tableau, SmartSheets, and Microsoft Power BI.

Enterprise Authentication
T1V app now gives enterprise administrators a single place to manage its users. Once an email
domain is configured with T1V, your organization can register with T1V using SSO (single sign
on) via your Identity Provider (MS O365, Google Workspace, Okta, etc…).

About T1V

T1V is a visual collaboration software company. Our ThinkHub® platform provides a digital workspace for
distributed teams to come together for real-time, flexible collaboration across in-room, hybrid, and virtual
meeting environments.

In addition to its award-winning ThinkHub collaboration software, T1V offers ThinkHub Education for
active learning in higher education, and T1V Story for one-of-a-kind brand experiences.

T1V is a leading innovator in large-scale, interactive software technology, with 19 issued patents in visual
collaboration software. Our software ecosystem supports total interoperability with the many devices,
programs, and platforms of today’s hybrid meeting and learning spaces — enabling our customers to truly
collaborate anytime, anywhere.

To learn more, visit t1v.com.
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